The paper presents an iron-57 Mössbauer spectral study of RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , with R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Lu, and an evaluation of the different contributions to the hyperfine magnetic fields. The Mössbauer spectra have been analyzed with a model that considers both the distribution of the tantalum atoms in the near-neighbor environment of the iron atoms and the relative orientation of the hyperfine field and the principal axis of the electric field gradient. Their possible directions in the ThMn 12 structure have been determined from a close examination of the point symmetry of each iron site. A local model for the hyperfine field which enables to determine their components from experimental data, has been developed and a calculation of the lattice dipolar hyperfine field in RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 has been performed. We have investigated in detail the origin and influence of the contributions to the hyperfine field coming from self 3d polarization, the iron and rare earth transferred fields and the orbital and dipolar hyperfine fields. The iron and rare earth transferred fields have been analyzed for RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 and other rare earth-iron intermetallic compounds. From this analysis it is shown that the iron transferred fields are different at each crystallographic site, and comparable to the self 3d polarization contributions, and that the rare earth transferred field is mainly originated by the indirect exchange between the rare earth 4f and iron 3d electrons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rare earth ͑R͒ iron-rich intermetallic compounds with the ThMn 12 structure ͑space group I4/mmm͒ have attracted great interest because they present relatively high Curie temperature, T c , and saturation magnetization, M s , having a crystal structure simpler than that of the R 2 Fe 14 B or R 2 Fe 17 . However, the pure RFe 12 is not stable and a nonmagnetic element M ͑M = Al, Si, Ti, V , Cr, Mo, W , Nb, or Ta͒ is needed to stabilize the ThMn 12 structure, forming the RFe 12−x M x pseudobinary compounds. The inclusion of the M element has a detrimental influence on both the magnetic and crystallographic properties, [1] [2] [3] consequently, one of the research lines associated with the RFe 12−x M x compounds is the synthesis of phases with the minimal amount of stabilizing agent. We have reported on the synthesis of the series RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , with R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Lu, in which the amount of the M element needed to stabilize the ThMn 12 structure is the lowest known up to date. Their crystallographic and magnetic properties have been investigated in previous works by means of x-ray diffraction, ac magnetic susceptibility, magnetization measurements, and neutron diffraction, ND. [4] [5] [6] Following the determination of the magnetic structures of the RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 series, a 57 Fe Mössbauer spectral study of these compounds between T = 15 and 295 K, and at T = 700 K for ErFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , has been carried out. The main goal of this work is to determine the different contributions to the hyperfine field, B hf , in RFe 11.5 Ta 0. 5 . There are very few works in which the components of B hf are studied using experimental data. RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 provide an excellent opportunity to perform this kind of analysis, because of the consistent amount of Mössbauer and ND data that exist on the same compounds at different temperatures. This fact allows us to correlate local magnetic properties, going beyond the average bulk properties.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section III is devoted to the fit of the Mössbauer spectra of RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 at different temperatures. Two main considerations have been taken into account: first, the random occupation of the iron 8i sites by the tantalum atoms, 5, 6 which results into a binomial distribution of the tantalum near neighbors, NN, of the three crystallographic inequivalent iron sites, 7 and, second, the influence of the easy magnetization direction, EMD, on the Mössbauer spectra. It is known that B hf and the principal axis of the electric field gradient, V zz , can have multiple relative orientations at a given iron site, which can lead to a further splitting of the sextets given by the binomial distribution. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] This additional splitting can occur independently of the compound and its consideration has been important in the analysis of the Mössbauer spectra of different R-Fe intermetallic compounds. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The main characteristics of this fitting model and the corresponding fits are presented and discussed in Sec. III A. In this section it is also shown how the different V zz directions at the three crystallographic iron sites of theThMn 12 structure can be determined from the symmetry properties of each iron site. The hyperfine parameters obtained by the fit of the Mössbauer spectra are analyzed in Sec. III B, and a comparative analysis of B hf and the local magnetic moments, Fe , obtained from ND experiments is performed. The objective of this analysis is to critically revise the commonly used conversion factor approximation to transform hyperfine fields into magnetic moments. 7, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Sections IV and V are focused on the determination of the different components of B hf . A local model for B hf is pre-sented and discussed in Sec. IV. The model allows us to obtain an accurate description of the relationship between B hf and Fe . Moreover, it deepens in the origin and correct modeling of the rare earth sublattice contribution to B hf , the so called rare earth transferred field, B tR . The study of both problems has been decoupled by analyzing separately the data of nonmagnetic and magnetic rare earth compounds in Sec. V. In Sec. V A the focus is on LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , in order to obtain the different terms of B hf related exclusively to the iron magnetic moments. The same procedure of data analysis is applied to other RFe 12−x M x compounds with nonmagnetic rare earth. This analysis allows us to evaluate the contribution of the iron transferred fields to the total hyperfine field, and to understand the limitations of the conversion factor approximation. Section V B is devoted to RFe 11.5 Ta 0. 5 with magnetic rare earth in order to investigate the origin of B tR . Although it is known that the rare earth may polarize the 4s͑Fe͒ spins, the mechanism through which this interaction takes place is not well established. This magnetic polarization can be transmitted by the Ruderman-Kittel-KasuyaYosida ͑RKKY͒ interaction, 26 or alternatively, by the intermediate polarization of the hybridized 5d͑R͒-3d͑Fe͒ band, the Campbell interaction. 27 The comparison of our results to those obtained for other R-Fe compounds allows us to check the dependence found with the lanthanide substitution with the predictions of both models. Finally, the main results of this work are summarized in Sec. VI.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 samples were synthesized from stoichiometric amounts of the constituent elements melted in a highfrequency induction furnace with a cold crucible. The homogeneity of the 1:12 phase was checked by x-ray diffraction, which showed small amounts of the Laves phase TaFe 2 and ␣-iron.
The 57 Fe Mössbauer spectra were obtained using a constant acceleration spectrometer with symmetrical wave form and a 57 Co source in Rh matrix. For the low temperature measurements, a set up with a closed-cycle refrigerator working down to 12 K was used, while measurements above 77 K were performed either in this set up or using a bath cryostat. Both spectrometers were calibrated at room temperature with ␣-iron foil. In order to improve the absorption line resolution, the thickness of the Mössbauer absorber was optimized.
The spectra were taken at different temperatures, between 15 and 290 K. In some cases two sample batches of the same compound were used. The amount of secondary phases in each sample batch were determined from x-ray data analysis and taken into account in the fitting procedure of the Möss-bauer spectra.
III. MÖSSBAUER SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Fit of the Mössbauer spectra
In RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 the iron atoms occupy three inequivalent, 8i, 8j, and 8f, crystallographic sites, whereas the tantalum atoms are randomly distributed only over the 8i sites. 5, 6 As a consequence, different environments are possible for a given iron site, with probabilities given by a binomial distribution. 7 In the case of RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 sixteen different NN environments are possible for a given iron site. Nevertheless, due to the small contribution coming from the iron atoms with environments containing two or more NN tantalum atoms, only two contributions for each site, labeled as 8s 0 and 8s 1 , where s = i, j, f, should be considered. The 8s 0 sextet represents the contribution coming from the iron sites with zero tantalum NN, and the 8s 1 sextet represents the average contribution coming from the iron sites with one or more tantalum NN, though it is mainly contributed by those iron sites with only one NN tantalum atom. Hence, the 8i sextet is subdivided into two sextets, 8i 0 and 8i 1 with 15.61 and 14.83 percent areas, and each of the 8j and 8f sextets is subdivided into two sextets, 8j 0 and 8j 1 , and 8f 0 and 8f 1 , respectively, with 20.39 and 14.40 percent areas. Summarizing, at least six sextets, 8i 0 , 8i 1 , 8j 0 , 8j 1 , 8f 0 , and 8f 1 , with their relative areas fixed to the given values, are required to fit the Mössbauer spectra of RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 .
However, a further subdivision of the two sextets assigned to each inequivalent iron site may be necessary when multiple relative orientations of V zz and B hf are possible at a specific iron site. The different orientations of both magnitudes can lead to different quadrupole shifts, and also may affect the hyperfine field through the anisotropic component of B hf . [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The principal axis of the electric field gradient ͑EFG͒ tensor can be determined from the symmetry properties of each iron site. In the ThMn 12 structure, the 8i and 8j sites have m2m. point symmetry with a twofold axis parallel to the a crystallographic axis in four 8i /8j sites and parallel to the b crystallographic axis in the other four 8i /8j sites; one mirror plane is parallel to the ab plane, while the other mirror plane is parallel to either an ac plane or a bc plane. Since the components of the EFG tensor are diagonal along this twofold axis, the principal axis of the EFG in the 8i and 8j iron sites lies either along the ͓100͔ or the ͓010͔ directions, labeled as V zz 8i,8j ͑I͒ and V zz 8i,8j ͑II͒ in Fig. 1 . The 8f sites have ..2/m point symmetry with a twofold axis parallel to a diagonal of the tetragonal plane of the structure, a mirror plane containing this twofold axis and a roto-inversion twofold axis along c. In this case the principal axis of the EFG will be along the twofold axis, that is, at ±45°respect to the a and b axes. Consequently, for one half of the 8f iron atoms, the principal axis is along the ͓110͔ direction, V zz 8f ͑I͒, and for the other half, it is along the ͓110͔ direction, V zz 8f ͑II͒, as it is indicated in Fig. 1 . These proposed directions for V zz , derived from the symmetry properties of the EFG tensor, are coincident with the principal disclination lines in the 1:12 compounds: according to Psycharis and Christides, 28 for half of the 8i iron atoms the principal disclination line is the ͓100͔ direction while for the other half it is the ͓010͔ direction.
The possible relative orientations of V zz and B hf in RFe 12−x M x are described in Fig. 1 . For the axial magnetic phases, when the EMD is along ͓001͔, case ͑a͒ in Fig. 1 , the angle between B hf and V zz is always 90°, because V zz lies on the ab basal plane of the tetragonal structure. In such a case there is no additional splitting of the six previously described sextets. When the EMD is along ͓100͔ or ͓010͔, case ͑b͒ of Fig. 1, = 0°in four of the 8i /8j sites, and = 90°for the rest of the 8i /8j sites. In the 8f sites, = ± 45°for the two possible directions of V zz . In this case each of the 8i and 8j contributions should be subdivided into two magnetically inequivalent sites with equal relative population, whereas no further subdivision for the 8f contributions is required. Consequently, ten sextets are needed to fit the total Mössbauer spectrum; labeled as 8i 0 ͑I͒, 8i 0 ͑II͒, 8i 1 ͑I͒, 8i 1 ͑II͒, 8j 0 ͑I͒, 8j 0 ͑II͒, 8j 1 ͑I͒, 8j 1 ͑II͒, 8f 0 , and 8f 1 . When the EMD lies along the ͓110͔ or ͓110͔ directions, case ͑c͒ in Fig. 1 , each sextet assigned to the 8f site should be subdivided into two sextets of equal relative areas, whereas the 8i and 8j sites will not show additional splitting. Then, the spectra should be modeled with an eight sextets fitting function. The corresponding sextets will be labeled as 8i 0 , 8i 1 , 8j 0 , 8j 1 , 8f 0 ͑I͒, 8f 0 ͑II͒, 8f 1 ͑I͒, and 8f 1 ͑II͒. Finally, for intermediate orientation of the EMD, i.e., canted magnetic phases, the situation is similar, but the angles are different. This kind of sextet subdivision has been successfully applied in the study of RFe 11 Ti and RFe 11 TiH, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [29] [30] [31] and it is also well established for R 2 Fe 17 , 11,12 RFe 6 Ge 6 , 13 or RFe 2 . [8] [9] [10] In RFe 11 Ti and RFe 11 TiH, in order to reduce the number of adjustable parameters, it has been assumed a linear dependence of the hyperfine parameters on the number of titanium NN. In RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , since there are just 0.5 tantalum atoms per formula unit, only two sextet per site are necessary, and the linear approximation is no longer necessary.
Summarizing, three different fitting models are proposed for RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . In the six sextets model eighteen hyperfine parameters, one linewidth, and one total absorption area are involved in the fit. When the Mössbauer spectra are modeled with ten sextets, twenty six hyperfine parameters, one linewidth, and one total absorption area are involved. Alternatively, twenty two hyperfine parameters, one linewidth, and one total absorption area are needed in the eight sextets model. In the last two cases it has been considered that since the magnetically inequivalent pairs are crystallographically equivalent, their isomer shifts should be identical. 11 The validity of these models with such large number of adjustable parameters will be checked from the goodness of the fit and by the requirement of physically reasonable hyperfine parameters including thermal and site dependencies.
In all the studied compounds the assignment of the sextets to the different crystallographic sites is based upon their relative intensities, isomer shifts, ␦, and B hf . Specifically, it is known that a larger Wigner-Seitz volume leads to a more positive iron isomer shift. 11 In RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 the Wigner-Seitz cell volumes follow the sequence V͑8i͒ Ͼ V͑8j͒ Ͼ V͑8f͒, which sets the isomer shift sequence ␦͑8i͒ Ͼ ␦͑8j͒ Ͼ ␦͑8f͒.
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The hyperfine fields are expected to follow the sequence of the magnetic moment values. It is known from previous ND experiments that the iron magnetic moments follow the trend Fe ͑8i͒ Ͼ Fe ͑8j͒ ജ Fe ͑8f͒. 6 Consequently, the sextets with the highest isomer shift and hyperfine field are assigned to the 8i site, both on the basis of its percent contribution and its iron NN environment. Such criterium is not suitable to discriminate between the 8j and 8f sites since they contribute to the Mössbauer spectrum with the same relative area and their magnetic moments are similar; therefore, the assignment is based only on the isomer shifts.
The amount of impurities, such as magnetic ␣-iron or paramagnetic TaFe 2 , were determined by x-ray analysis. Since their hyperfine parameters are known from literature, 34 they were included in the fit as additional patterns with no modification of the number of adjustable parameters.
The quadrupole shift, , is defined as the absolute value of the energy shift of the nuclear excited levels when the quadrupole interaction is treated as a first-order perturbation to the magnetic interaction 35, 36 = eQV zz 4
where e is the electron charge, Q the iron nuclear quadrupole moment, V zz the principal component of the EFG, the asymmetry parameter, and and the polar and azimuthal angles of the hyperfine field direction with respect to the EFG frame of reference. In all cases the estimated errors of the obtained hyperfine parameters are at most ±0.3 T for the hyperfine fields, ±0.020 mm/ s for the isomer shifts and ±0.050 mm/ s for the quadrupole shifts. The observed linewidths were typically of 0.38± 0.02 mm/ s for all the compounds, a value slightly larger than the experimental calibration linewidth of 0.28 mm/ s. This broadening has also been reported for RFe 11 Ti and RFe 11 TiH, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 30, 31 and, very probably, is due to a non-negligible contribution of the second neighbor shell, and also to slight deviations from the nominal stoichiometry or to any possible tantalum spatial inhomogeneity. Both compounds show axial EMD from 1.5 K to T c . 4, 6 Consequently, their Mössbauer spectra were fit with the six sextets model described in Sec. III A. The spectra of LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 reveal the presence of a 10% ␣-iron, in agreement with the amount of impurity determined from x-ray diffraction. As is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , all the fits are very good, showing the adequacy of the model. The corresponding hyperfine parameters are given in Tables I and II. The site weighted average hyperfine fields and isomer shifts, B hf ͑k͒ and ␦͑k͒, k =8i, 8j, and 8f, and the total average hyperfine field and isomer shift, ͗B hf ͘ and ͗␦͘, are plotted as a function of the temperature in Figs. 4 and 5. In all cases the weight is the relative area of the sextets associated to each site. The Mössbauer spectra of ErFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 has been measured between 15 and 295 K, and also at T = 700 K, when the compound is in the paramagnetic phase, T c = 532 K. 4, 6 The Er compound shows a spin reorientation transition, SRT, at T s Ϸ 40 K, from an axial ͑above T s ͒ to a canted magnetic phase ͑below T s ͒ in which the EMD deviates by an angle c from the crystallographic c axis. 4, 6 The measurements above and below T s were performed on different batches. The sample measured at T = 15 and 30 K contained a small amount of TaFe 2 impurity phase, which corresponds to the doublet of Ϸ3% of relative area included in the fit.
At T Ͼ T c , the paramagnetic Mössbauer spectrum was fit with three symmetric doublets with relative intensities 3.5:4:4, see Fig. 6 . These three doublets correspond to the average contributions of the three iron sites 8i, 8j, and 8f, respectively, and the corresponding hyperfine parameters are given in Table III . It is also possible to fit the paramagnetic spectra using six symmetric doublets, with relative areas fixed to the values used for the six sextets model. However, in such a case, the overlap of the paramagnetic doublets is rather high and it is not possible to obtain reliable fits with such a number of adjustable parameters. The spectra taken at temperatures below T c and above T s were successfully fit with the six sextets model, see Fig. 6 . Below T s , a further subdivision of the two sextets assigned to each inequivalent iron sites was necessary to obtain good fits, and the eight and ten sextets models described in Sec. III A were tried. The eight sextets fit gave very large and unrealistic linewidths of about 0.60 mm/ s. Furthermore, the misfit parameter of the ten sextets fit, 0.3%, is significantly lower than the misfit parameter obtained using the eight sextets model, 0.8%. That is, at T Ͻ T s the Mössbauer spectra is consistent with an EMD contained in the ͑100͒ or ͑010͒ planes. This result is similar to that found for ErFe 11 Ti and ErFe 11 TiH,which un- dergo the same kind of SRT at low temperatures. 14 The fits with the ten sextets model and the resulting hyperfine parameters are displayed in Fig. 6 and Table IV, respectively. The temperature dependence of B hf ͑k͒, ͗B hf ͘, ␦͑k͒, and ͗␦͘ are shown in Fig. 7 .
The measurements performed at T = 700 K allow to compare the hyperfine parameters in the ordered and paramagnetic regions. As we can see from In the Dy compound two SRTs take place at T s1 Ϸ 265 K and T s2 Ϸ 210 K. 4, 6 At T = T s1 the magnetization direction ro- tates away from the room temperature EMD ͑c axis͒ to a canted magnetic structure ͑ c = 44°at T = 250 K͒, and at T = T s2 , the EMD reaches the basal plane of the tetragonal structure. 4, 6 The Mössbauer spectrum at 295 K was straightforwardly fit with the six sextets model and with a doublet for a small amount, Ϸ2% of relative area, of TaFe 2 secondary phase. When the compound is in the basal magnetic phase, T Ͻ 210 K, a further subdivision of the initial six sextets should be considered, and the eight and ten sextets models were tried. The fits obtained by applying the ten sextets model were considered better than those obtained with the eight sextets model on the basis of their corresponding misfit parameters: 0.4% for the ten sextets model and 0.7% for the eight sextets model. Besides, there is a nice confirmation of this result in the shape of the Mössbauer spectra, see Fig. 8 . At T = 295 K, when the compound is in an axial magnetic phase, the greater hyperfine field corresponds to the 8i 0 sextet, which is the responsible for the most external peaks, at −5.4 and 5.1 mm/ s. At T Ͻ 295 K, when the compound is in its basal magnetic phase, these most external peaks have reduced their intensity by a factor of two, which is in perfect agreement with the splitting of the 8i 0 contribution into 8i 0 ͑I͒ and 8i 0 ͑II͒ predicted by the ten sextets model. Consequently, the Mössbauer spectra of DyFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 in its basal magnetic phase are compatible with the EMD oriented along the ͓100͔ or ͓010͔ directions.
This result is similar to that found in the analysis of the Mössbauer spectra of DyFe 11 Ti and DyFe 11 TiH.
14 However, it seems to be in disagreement with the work of Algarabel et al., who have found that the EMD of the DyFe 11 Ti is along the ͓110͔ direction. 37 The origin of such discrepancies probably lies in the fact the magnetocrystalline properties of the RFe 12−x M x compounds are very sensitive to the nature and content of the M element, especially for R = Dy and Tb. [38] [39] [40] The fits with the six and ten sextets models are presented in Fig. 8 , and the obtained hyperfine parameters are displayed in Table V . The temperature dependence of B hf ͑k͒, ͗B hf ͘, ␦͑k͒, and ͗␦͘ are shown in Fig. 9. 4. TbFe 11.5 Ta 0. 5 TbFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 exhibits basal EMD in the temperature range 4.2 K-T c . 4, 6 The eight and ten sextets fitting models gave similar hyperfine parameters, and also similar misfit parameters ͑Ϸ0.4% ͒. The main difference between both fits is that the ten sextets model gave unrealistic linewidths, larger than 0.75 mm/ s. Since the eight sextet model gives linewidths of Ϸ0.37 mm/ s, it is concluded that the Möss-bauer spectra of TbFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 are better described assuming that the EMD is along ͓110͔.
This result seems to be in disagreement with the EMD reported for TbFe 11 Ti, ͓100͔, 17,41 but it should be noted that each compound present a different magnetic phase diagram; TbFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 displays basal EMD over the whole temperature range, whereas TbFe 11 Ti undergoes a SRT from an axial to a basal magnetic phase at T Ϸ 338 K. 17 As in DyFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , these differences are very probably due to the fact that the magnetocrystalline properties of the TbFe 12−x M x compounds are very sensitive to the nature and content of the M element. [38] [39] [40] In particular, it has been observed in TbFe 12−x Ti x that when the Ti concentration is decreased, there is an increase in the SRT temperature and the EMD in the basal plane changes from ͓100͔ to ͓110͔.
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The fits with the eight sextets model are shown in Fig. 10 . The fitted hyperfine parameters are displayed in Table VI, and the thermal dependence of B hf ͑k͒, ͗B hf ͘, ␦͑k͒, and ͗␦͘ are presented in Fig. 11 .
B. Analysis of the hyperfine parameters
In all measured compounds it was observed that the changes in the hyperfine field upon the replacement of one iron by one tantalum as NN range between −1.5 and −3.0 T, see Tables I-VI . This modification of the hyperfine field seems to be characteristic of the RFe 12−x M x structure, because a very similar reduction of the hyperfine field, between −1.5 and −3.5 T, has been observed when substituting one iron by one titanium in RFe 11 Ti. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [29] [30] [31] In the nonaxial magnetic phases the differences between the hyperfine fields assigned to each pair of magnetically inequivalent sites, B hf ͑I͒ and B hf ͑II͒, range between 0.1 and 3.7 T, see Tables  I-VI , very similar to those found in the analysis of R 2 Fe 17 and RFe 11 Ti. 11, 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] These differences come from the anisotropic contributions to B hf , which depend on the relative orientation of the EMD and V zz . 42, 43 The obtained values for ͉B hf ͑I͒-B hf ͑II͉͒ agree with the results of Averbuch-Pouchot et al., who have observed differences in the anisotropic part of B hf of about 1 -3 T for differences of 90°between the EMD and the V zz directions in Y 2 Fe 17 . 42 The temperature dependence of the total average isomer shift, ͗␦͘, has been fit with the Debye model for the secondorder Doppler shift, 44, 45 solid lines in Figs. 4, 5, 7, 9, and 11. In all cases the resulting iron effective vibrating mass 44 is 57 g / mol, and the effective Mössbauer temperatures are 364, 346, 393, 400, and 358 ͑±10͒ K, for R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Lu, respectively. These temperatures are typical of intermetallic compounds. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 30, 31, 46, 47 We have obtained that, in general, the isomer shift decreases upon the replacement of one iron by one tantalum as near neighbor for the 8i and 8j sites, whereas the Ta substitution has a minor effect for the 8f site. The only exception to this behavior seems to be TbFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 ; in this compound the 8f isomer shift decrease per tantalum atom is around −0.100 mm/ s, greater than the decrease observed for the 8i and 8jsites. Similar values have been found in RFe 11 Ti. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [29] [30] [31] The observed quadrupole shifts, , in the RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 are relatively small and lie between −0.173 and 0.310 mm/ s, see Tables I-VI. The site weighted average hyperfine fields, B hf ͑k͒, k =8i, 8j, and 8f, can be used to analyze their relationship with the local magnetic moments, Fe ͑k͒, obtained from a previous ND study. 6 In particular, they can be used to revise the commonly used conversion factor approximation to relate hyperfine fields to magnetic moments. In the RFe 12−x M x , and in other R-Fe intermetallic compounds, it is usually assumed that the iron magnetic moments can be estimated from hyperfine fields by applying a constant conversion factor, f. 7, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] As already noticed by Coehoorn et al. this procedure is probably based on the fact that there is a large number of Y-Fe binary compounds in which the ratio between the average hyperfine field, ͗B hf ͘, and the average magnetic moment, ͗ Fe ͘, is almost constant, f = 14.8 T / B . 48 However, this approximation can result in substantial errors when it is used to determine the iron magnetic moments at the different crystallographic sites, Fe ͑k͒. In particular, in RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 the magnetic moments calculated as Fe ͑k͒ = B hf ͑k͒ / 14.8 can differ by more than 30% from the magnetic moments obtained from ND experiments. This difference appears because the ratio f k = B hf ͑k͒ / Fe ͑k͒ can be significatively different for each crystallographic iron site, see, for instance, The relative variation, in %, of ͗B hf ͘, ͗ Fe ͘ deduced from ND experiments, and M s for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 as a function of the temperature are compared in Fig. 12 . 4, 6 For LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , 11.5 Ta 0.5 : 8i ‫,͒ؠ͑‬ 8j ͑᭝͒, and 8f ͑ᮀ͒ and the total average hyperfine field ͑ࡗ͒. Bottom panel: the temperature dependence of the three site weighted average isomer shifts in ErFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 : 8i ‫,͒ؠ͑‬ 8j ͑᭝͒, and 8f ͑ᮀ͒ and the total average isomer shift ͑ࡗ͒. The solid line through the total average isomer shift is the result of a fit with a Debye model of the secondorder Doppler shift. Fig. 12͑a͒ , all the parameters show a similar temperature dependence, although ͗B hf ͘ decreases faster when approaching room temperature. On the contrary, for DyFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , Fig. 12͑b͒ , ͗B hf ͘ and ͗ Fe ͘ show different temperature dependence below and above of T Ϸ T s2 , indicating that the ratio between both magnitudes depends on the magnetic phase of the compound. In particular, ͗f͘ changes from 16.3 T / B at T Ͻ T s to 13.3 T / B at T Ͼ T s .
All these results clearly indicate that the approximation B hf ͑k͒ = f Fe ͑k͒ is an oversimplification of the real relationship between both magnitudes. A more accurate description of such relationship, which can also provide relevant information concerning the magnetic interactions that occur in this type of compounds, will be given in the following sections.
IV. LOCAL MODEL FOR THE MAGNETIC HYPERFINE FIELD
The most common expression for the hyperfine magnetic field experienced by the nucleus of an iron atom is 35, 55 B hf ͑k͒ = B c ͑k͒ + B orb ͑k͒ + B dip ͑k͒ = B cp ͑k͒ + B 4s ͑k͒ + B t ͑k͒
where k represents the different crystallographic iron sites, k =8i, 8j, and 8f, in the ThMn 12 structure. The Fermi contact field, B c , is isotropic and for transition metals is usually the main contribution to the total hyperfine field. 35, 55 It is usually divided into three terms. The core polarization term, B cp , represents the contribution from the spin density of the 1s, 2s, and 3s core electrons polarized by the 3d electrons of the parent atom. This term can be written as B cp ͑k͒ = ␣ Fe ͑k͒, 48, 54, 56, 57 where Fe ͑k͒ is the iron local magnetic moment at the k site, and ␣ is the field at the nucleus produced by a 3d local iron moment of one B . The 4s electrons, much more delocalized than the core electrons, can be polarized by the on site 3d magnetic moment and by the magnetic moments of the atoms in the first neighbor shell. The contribution coming from the 4s spin density polarized by the 3d electrons of the atom itself is the term B 4s , which is usually modeled as B 4s ͑k͒ = ␤ Fe ͑k͒, 56, 57 where ␤ mainly depends on the number of 4s spins contributing to the polarization and the intensity of the 4s-3d intra-atomic exchange interaction. 56, 57 The field due to the 4s spin density polarized by the magnetic moments of the atoms in the first neighbor shell is the transferred hyperfine field, B t ͑k͒. This field shows contributions from both the NN iron and rare earth atoms:
In a mean field approximation, the iron sublattice transferred field, B tFe , can be taken as proportional to the average magnetic moment of the iron atoms in the first neighbor shell, ͗ Fe ͘ 1nn ͑k͒. 56, 57 A proportionality factor, Fe ͑k͒, different for each crystallographic site, should be included; this parameter depends on the number of 4s spins contributing to the polarization, the intensity of the inter-atomic exchange interactions 3d-4s, and also on the particular magnetic and crystallographic environment of the involved atom. 57 Consequently, this term can be written as
where Z Fe ͑k͒ is the number of iron NN; Z Fe ͑8i͒ = 12.4, and Z Fe ͑8j͒ = Z Fe ͑8f͒ = 9.5, for RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . The rare earth transferred field, B tR , stems from the polarization of the iron 4s spin density by the R magnetic moments. However, the mechanism that transmits this polarization is not well established. It could be due to direct polarization of the conduction band, RKKY mechanism, or by means of the Campbell mechanism for the exchange interaction, where the 4f͑R͒ spin moments polarize the 5d͑R͒ ones, which are hybridized with the 3d electrons of iron. 27 The first mechanism has been invoked earlier by Li et al. 26 to explain the origin of B tR in the RFe 11 Ti compounds, see Sec. V B. However, it is well known that the Campbell type exchange interaction is dominant in most R-Fe intermetallics, and explains satisfactorily their magnetic properties.
For this reason we have explored the possibility that B tR stems from the polarization caused by the 4f͑R͒ electrons in the 5d͑R͒-3d͑Fe͒ hybridized conduction band. According to this hypothesis, B tR should be proportional to the R molecular field acting on the iron atoms
where R ͑k͒ is a proportionality factor which depends on the number of 4s spins contributing to the polarization, and also 11.5 Ta 0.5 : 8i ‫,͒ؠ͑‬ 8j ͑᭝͒, and 8f ͑ᮀ͒ and the total average hyperfine field ͑ࡗ͒. Bottom panel: the temperature dependence of the three site weighted average isomer shifts in DyFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 : 8i ‫,͒ؠ͑‬ 8j ͑᭝͒, and 8f ͑ᮀ͒ and the total average isomer shift ͑ࡗ͒. The solid line through the total average isomer shift is the result of a fit with a Debye model of the secondorder Doppler shift. on the particular magnetic and crystallographic environment of the probe atom, Z R ͑k͒ = 1 is the number of rare earth NN, ␥ R =2͑g J −1͒ / g J , n RFe is the R-Fe exchange coefficient, 58 and R is the rare earth magnetic moment. The validity of this hypothesis will be checked in Sec. V B.
The remaining terms are the anisotropic contributions to the hyperfine field. The term B dip is due to the dipolar interaction of the nuclear spin with the magnetic moments. It is usually described as the sum of a on-site contribution, B dip ͑at͒, due to the aspherical valence electron density at the probe atom, and a lattice contribution, B dip ͑latt͒, due to the moments of the neighboring atoms. 35, 59 In R-Fe intermetallics the term B dip ͑at͒ can only be calculated from band structure calculations, see, for instance, Ref. 59 , while the lattice dipolar contribution can be obtained by performing a discrete lattice summation. 8, 59 This term is small for R-Fe compounds, 26, 48, 54, 59 and usually neglected, as we will discuss in Sec. V A for RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . B orb is the magnetic field at the nucleus caused by the orbital motion of the unpaired electrons, B orb =2 B ͗r −3 ͗͘L͘. 35, 55 In 3d metals this term may alternatively be expressed as
where g is the Landé electronic factor, ͗S͑r͒ / r 3 ͘ ef f is an average over all valence orbitals, which stems almost entirely from 3d orbitals in 3d transition metal atoms, and orb is the iron orbital moment. 59 The electronic gyromagnetic g factor may have different values for parallel or perpendicular directions with respect to the site principal axis, which gives rise to the anisotropy of B orb . 43 Grouping the anisotropic contributions in a single contribution, B anis , the final expression for the hyperfine field at a given iron site, k, is
The total hyperfine field at the nucleus is negative, i.e., opposite to the magnetization direction, 35, 55 and its value strongly depends on the considered compound; for instance, it ranges between 20 and 40 T in RFe 12−x M x . According to this convention, the term B cp = ␣ Fe ͑k͒ is also negative, 26, 56, 57 while the B 4s = ␤ Fe ͑k͒ term is positive; 26 
V. DETERMINATION OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HYPERFINE FIELD
In this section Eq. ͑7͒ will be used to evaluate the different components of the iron hyperfine field. Our objectives 11.5 Ta 0.5 : 8i ‫,͒ؠ͑‬ 8j ͑᭝͒, and 8f ͑ᮀ͒ and the total average hyperfine field ͑ࡗ͒. Bottom panel: the temperature dependence of the three site weighted average isomer shifts in TbFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 : 8i ‫,͒ؠ͑‬ 8j ͑᭝͒, and 8f ͑ᮀ͒ and the total average isomer shift ͑ࡗ͒. The solid line through the total average isomer shift is the result of a fit with a Debye model of the secondorder Doppler shift.
are: first, to determine the relative values of B cp ͑k͒, B 4s ͑k͒, and B tFe ͑k͒, which will provide a more accurate description of the relationship between B hf ͑k͒ and Fe ͑k͒, and, second, to perform a careful analysis of the B tR contribution in order to check the different proposed models for its origin. To this end the analysis of the hyperfine field data have been decoupled in two sections. Section V A is devoted to the nonmagnetic rare earth compound, LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . Since in this case B tR = 0, and provided that enough simultaneous data of B hf ͑k͒ and Fe ͑k͒ at different temperatures are available, the different contributions to B hf ͑k͒ are deduced from Eq. ͑7͒. In Sec. V B the rare earth contribution to B hf is analyzed for RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 and other R-Fe compounds.
A. Nonmagnetic rare earth case
Coehoorn et al. and Beuerle and Fähnle have found, from band structure calculations on Y-Fe compounds, 48, 54 that the proportionality factor between the core polarization field, B cp ͑k͒, and the on-site magnetic moment, Fe ͑k͒, is ␣ = −11.3 T / B , independently of the site type. A similar proportionally factor, −10 T / B , has been found for 3d impurities in nickel. 57 These results seem to indicate that the polarization of the core shells by the on site 3d moment is little sensitive to the environment of the iron atom. Hence, we will take ␣ = −11.3 T / B for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 by similarity with the Y-Fe compounds. 48, 54 There are very few reports on the values of B dip ͑at͒ and B dip ͑latt͒ for intermetallic compounds, because this term is usually neglected. 26, 48, 54, 59 Coehoorn has calculated these values for YFe 2 , obtaining B dip ͑at͒ = 0.3 and −0.1 T, and B dip ͑latt͒ = 0.6 and −0.2 T for the two magnetically distinct sites. 59 The calculation of B dip ͑at͒ in our compounds is beyond of the scope of this work, but we have calculated the B dip ͑latt͒ term for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 in order to check if B dip can be neglected in our analysis. In the calculation of B dip ͑latt͒ the magnetic moments at the iron 8i, 8j, 8f sites and at the rare earth 2a site have been taken from our previous ND study. 6 In order to account for the random substitution of tantalum, the 8i sites are considered to be occupied only by iron atoms with an average magnetic moment corresponding to a substitution concentration of 0.5/ 4. The calculation was extended for atoms in a sphere of increasing radius, and convergence was attained within 1% for radius of about 50 Å. The B dip ͑latt͒ calculated for a coordination radius of 100 Å are collected in Table IX . They vary in value and sign at each site, but in all cases they are lower than 1% of the total hyperfine field. Assuming that the B dip ͑at͒ term is similar to those obtained for YFe 2 , the total dipolar field is of the order of the experimental error in B hf , therefore, we can conclude that the neglect of B dip is a good approximation in the analysis of our compounds.
According to Eq. ͑6͒, the orbital field can be expressed as B orb = A orb . 59 Consequently, if orb and the conversion factor A are known it is possible to estimate B orb in TABLE VII. Ratio between the hyperfine field and the iron magnetic moment of different RFe 12−x M x compounds at the indicated temperatures. ͗f͘ is the ratio calculated taking the average values ͗B hf ͘ and ͗ Fe ͘, and f k are the ratios for the different crystallographic sites. Relative thermal variation, in %, of the total average hyperfine field, ͗B hf ͘, the iron magnetic moment obtained from ND experiments, ͗ Fe ͘, and the saturation magnetization, M s , for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 ͑a͒ and DyFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 ͑b͒.
LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . Up to our knowledge, there are no direct determinations of orb on the RFe 12−x M x series, except for ErMn 3 Fe 9 . In this compound, it has been derived, from x-ray magnetic circular dichroism, XMCD, measurements, that orb = 0.12 B . 60 A very similar value, orb = 0.1 B has been found, also from XMCD measurements, in Nd 2 Fe 14 B, 61 a highly magnetically anisotropic compound with iron only standing for the 3d transition metal NN. Our best estimation for RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 is, therefore, orb = 0.11± 0.01 B . The conversion factor, see Eq. ͑6͒, depends on the type of atom and on the details of the electronic structure. According to Coehoorn, 59 it depends only on the type of atom, hence, it could be evaluated as the ratio of B orb and orb of ␣ iron. Moreover, this relation is expected to hold irrespectively of the symmetry of the site since the incompletely quenched orbital moment in Fe has been proven to be related to the hybridization of the Fe atom with the host and the occupation of the iron 3d states. 62 The orbital conversion factor, A, has been evaluated for ␣-Fe from fully relativistic calculations of the magnetic orbital moment and hyperfine field contributions, 63 yielding A =42 T/ B , which applied to our estimation of orb = 0.11 B gives B orb = 4.6 T for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . However, this conversion factor was determined from calculations that gave a very poor prediction of B hf and orb , the latter being almost 50% too low, so B orb = 4.6 T is overestimated. A more naïve approach is to obtain the ratio between the experimentally determined values of B hf = 33.9 T, 64 and Fe = 2.07 B , determined from XMCD measurements, 65 of ␣-iron, A = 16.5 T / B , and assume that it may be directly applicable to the orbital moments to determine B orb . Applied to our estimation of orb , we get B orb = 1.8 T. As a conclusion of these arguments, B orb for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 may have values in the range 1.8Ͻ B orb Ͻ 4.6 T, the actual value being probably intermediate. In fact the value B orb = 2.8 T has been proposed earlier for RFe 11 Ti; 26 hence, in what follows we assign B anis = B orb = 2.8 T, which corresponds to A =25 T/ B . Since B anis is a small contribution to the total hyperfine field this approximation is not expected to significantly affect the determination of the components of B hf ͑k͒, as we discuss below.
Summarizing, we can write Eq. ͑7͒ in the following way:
The magnetic moments Fe ͑k͒ at T = 1.5, 100, 200, and 300 K are known from our previous ND experiments. 6 Interpolating the present B hf ͑k͒ values at those temperatures one obtains from Eq. ͑8͒ a set of twelve equations with four unknown quantities. A least square fit of these equations gives the ␤ and Fe ͑k͒ coefficients displayed in Table VIII 57 The hyperfine field contains a term, ͓B cp ͑k͒ + B 4s ͑k͔͒, which is proportional to the on-site magnetic moment Fe ͑k͒, and a term, ͓B tFe ͑k͒ + B anis ͔, which is not proportional to it. The ratio f = B hf ͑k͒ / Fe ͑k͒ will be site independent whenever ͓B cp ͑k͒ + B 4s ͑k͔͒ ӷ ͓B tFe ͑k͒ + B anis ͔, or when Fe ͑k͒Z Fe ͑k͒ and Fe ͑k͒ have similar values at the different iron sites. However, as shown in Table IX , the transferred hyperfine fields are similar to the ͓B cp ͑k͒ + B 4s ͑k͔͒ term. Moreover, B tFe ͑k͒ is different at each iron site. Consequently, the observed scattering of the values of f k can be interpreted as due to the influence of the B tFe ͑k͒ term, that is, to the fact that the interaction of the 4s valence electrons with the NN iron atoms is different at each crystallographic site.
To test the model further, the same procedure was applied to other RFe 12−x M x . Unfortunately, we have not found Fe ͑k͒ and B hf ͑k͒ data at different temperatures for the same RFe 12−x M x , with R= nonmagnetic rare earth. Since experi- Table  VIII . For all the studied compounds the largest coefficient is Fe ͑8j͒. We have checked that this conclusion is neither affected by the particular value of ␤ nor by that of B anis . According to the proposed expression for the iron transferred field, Eq. ͑4͒, B tFe ͑k͒ depends, through the Fe ͑k͒ coefficients, on the number of the 4s spins contributing to the polarization and the intensity of the interatomic 3d-4s exchange interaction. Consequently, this hierarchy in Fe ͑k͒ suggests that, in the RFe 12−x M x compounds with x ഛ 1, the exchange interaction of the 4s valence electrons with the 3d electrons of the NN atoms is stronger at the 8j site. This can be explained in terms of the crystallographic and magnetic environments of the different iron sites. The 8j site has four 8f NN iron atoms at ϳ2.4 Å, whereas the 8i site has four 8f NN iron atoms at ϳ2.6 Å, and the 8f sites has just two 8f NN atoms at ϳ2.4 Å, 6 i.e., the iron atoms located at the 8j site have both the largest number of 8f NN and the smallest average Fe-Fe distances to them. Taking into account that the 3d electrons are more delocalized in the 8f iron sites, 6 the particular NN environment of the 8j site could explain why the 4s-3d exchange interaction is stronger at the 8j site.
Finally, it should be noted that Eq. ͑7͒ can also be used to get a deeper insight in the relationship between the average values of the hyperfine field and the iron magnetic moment. Taking averages on both sides of Eq. ͑7͒, one obtains
where ͗B cFe ͘ is the part of the Fermi contact field which depends exclusively on the iron sublattice. For the nonmagnetic rare earth compounds, R = 0, this expression implies that ͗B hf ͘ϳ͗f͗͘ Fe ͘, whenever ͗B anis ͘ Ӷ ͗B cFe ͘. However, the parameter ͗f͘ which relates ͗B hf ͘ and ͗ Fe ͘ depends on the number of 4s spins contributing to the polarization and on the intensity of the intra and inter-atomic exchange interactions. Consequently, the parameter ͗f͘ will differ from one type of compound to another, and it reflects the modifications induced in the conduction electron density of states by different substitutions or dilutions, or in nitrogen and hydrogen derivatives.
26,67
B. Magnetic rare earth case
In RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 there is a clear influence of the rare earth in the average iron hyperfine field, as observed in Fig. 13 , where ͗B hf ͘ is shown as a function of the atomic number of the rare earth at different temperatures. The average hyperfine field decreases in the sequence Tb to Lu, being less pronounced the difference at T = 295 K. The maximum difference is 3.2 and 2.4 T at 15 K and 295 K, respectively. The increase in ͗B hf ͘ when Lu is substituted by a magnetic rare earth atom has also been observed in other intermetallic compounds when substituting Lu or Y by either light or heavy rare earth. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 21, 30, 31, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] To a first approximation, the rare earth contribution to ͗B hf ͘ may be analyzed in terms of a two sublattice model. According to this model, the total hyperfine field can be written as
where ͗B Fe ͘ represents the contribution coming from the iron sublattice, and B tR , as given by Eq. ͑5͒, represents the contribution coming from the rare earth sublattice. Within this model the ͗B Fe ͘ term is assumed to be the same for all the members of a given series and should be taken as the value of ͗B hf ͘ for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . However, some cautions are necessary when applying this approach. According to Eq. ͑9͒, the total average hyperfine field of LuFe 11. eters, n RFe , and R have been taken from Refs. 75 and 6, respectively. At T = 15 K the value of ͗B hf ͘ for ErFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 has also been included because it is in a canted phase with a small canting angle, c = 25°. In both cases, 15 and 295 K, the experimental data have been fit with the linear expression given by Eq. ͑10͒. The fit gives the same ͗ R ͘ values for both temperatures, and values of ͗B Fe ͘which coincide with those of ͗B hf ͘ for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 at those temperatures, see Table X . This result proves the adequacy of both the two sublattice model and the proportionality of B tR with ␥ R n RFe R . Moreover, this allows us to understand the behavior of ͗B hf ͘ shown in Fig. 13 as due to the ͗B tR ͘ term: when Z is decreased ͑that is, in the trend Er to Tb in Fig. 13͒ 
Since T c varies at most 10% within a lanthanide series ͑T͒ is taken as a constant that is implicit in R ; at any rate, ͑T͒ = 1 for T = 15 K and between 0.7 and 0.8 for T = 295 K. Briefly, the approximation B tR = R ͑T͒␥ R n RFe g J J R has been used in the analysis of other series different than RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . In all cases only those compounds in which the EMD is identical, either axial or planar, to that of the nonmagnetic R reference compound have been considered. In general, the R-Fe compounds considered are magnetically axial, except the R 2 Fe 17 which are all planar. The values of n RFe have been calculated from T c using the mean field expression. 75 The experimental values of ͗B hf ͘, T c and cell volume have been taken from the references mentioned in Table X. The ͗B hf ͘ values as a function of the product ␥ R n RFe R for other series different than RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 are depicted in Figs. 14 and 15 ͑left panels͒, and show in all cases a clear linear dependence. The ͗B Fe ͘and R fit parameters are collected in Table X . In all the series the value of ͗B Fe ͘ obtained from the extrapolation of the linear fit to R = 0 agrees well with the value for the nonmagnetic rare earth isostructural compound, see model where all the details of the surrounding crystallography are encompassed by the fit constant.
Assuming that the interaction mechanism is of the RKKY type, Li et al. 26 proposed earlier that B tR should be proportional to ͑g J −1͒J R ͑actually, they use the absolute value ͉g J −1͉ J R in their Fig. 5͒ , being the proportionality factor a constant for a given series of isostructural compounds. In order to compare both models, the most recent and accurate R 2 Fe 14 B and RFe 11 Ti data available are plotted in Fig. 15 as a function of ␥ R n RFe R ͑left panels͒ and ͉g J -1͉J R ͑right panels͒. As one can observe from this figure the data points coalesce with little scatter into a linear dependence of ␥ R n RFe R , see left panel of Fig. 15 . On the contrary, the scatter is very significant, specially for the light rare earth compounds, when ͗B hf ͘ is plotted against ͉g J -1͉J R , see right panel of Fig. 15 . Of course, the main differences between both models originate from the n RFe coefficient. This factor is nearly constant for heavy rare earths, and, consequently, in such a case, the predictions of both models are very similar. However, n RFe increases strongly in the light rare earth compounds, which has the effect of shifting the points to the common linear dependence of the heavy rare earth compounds.
Consequently, it can be concluded that B tR is mainly due to the 4f͑R͒-3d͑Fe͒ exchange interaction via the 3d͑Fe͒ -5d͑R͒ hybridized band, rather than by the RKKY mechanism.
Finally, the proposed expression for ͗B hf ͘ is used to determine the decrease of the anisotropy component, ⌬B anis , in the magnetically non axial compounds. ͗B hf ͘ can be written as 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The Mössbauer spectra of RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Lu, have been analyzed with a model that considers both the distribution of the tantalum atoms in the NN environment of an iron atom and the relative orientation of B hf and V zz . The different directions of V zz in the three inequivalent iron sites of the ThMn 12 structure have been determined from a close examination of the point symmetry of each iron site.
The obtained hyperfine parameters, as well as their changes per tantalum NN, are similar to those obtained for RFe 11 Ti, although in the analysis of the Mössbauer spectra of RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 it was not necessary to assume a linear dependence of the hyperfine parameters upon the number of tantalum NN.
The Mössbauer spectral investigations are consistent with the previous magnetic measurements and give information about the EMD in the basal plane for the magnetically nonaxial compounds. The Mössbauer spectra of ErFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 at T Ͻ T s indicate that the EMD is contained in the ͑100͒ plane of the tetragonal unit cell. For DyFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 the Mössbauer spectra at T Ͻ T s2 are consistent with the iron moments aligned along the ͓100͔ direction of the basal plane. Finally, the analysis of TbFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 data is consistent with the iron magnetic moments aligned parallel to the ͓110͔ direction within the basal plane of the tetragonal unit cell.
The ratio f k between the site weighted average hyperfine fields B hf ͑k͒ and the local magnetic moments, Fe ͑k͒, has been calculated in order to revise critically the constant conversion factor approximation which relate magnetic moments and hyperfine fields. From our analysis for RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 and other RFe 12−x M x it is shown that f k can be significatively different at each crystallographic iron site. It is also shown that the ratio between the average values of B hf and Fe can be different depending on the compound, and on the magnetic state of a given compound.
A local model for the hyperfine field has been developed, which allows to take into account the different contributions to the hyperfine field per site, and to treat separately the iron and rare earth contributions. Within this framework, the rare earth transferred field, B tR , has been considered to be proportional to the R-Fe exchange interaction generated by the rare earth nn of the iron moments, presuming that the rare earth magnetic polarization propagates via the 5d͑R͒-3d͑Fe͒ hybridized band, according to the Campbell mechanism.
The analysis of the iron and rare earth contributions to B hf has been decoupled by treating separately the nonmagnetic and magnetic rare earth compounds. Applying of the model to LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 , i.e., in a compound with nonmagnetic rare earth, the contributions to B hf ͑k͒ originating exclusively from the iron sublattice were deduced. The main conclusions were: the iron transferred fields, B tFe ͑k͒, are different at each crystallographic site, and they have similar values to the sum of B cp ͑k͒ and B 4s ͑k͒, the contributions which are proportional to Fe ͑k͒. Therefore, B hf ͑k͒, which is the sum of all three terms, cannot fulfill the simple rule of B hf ͑k͒ / Fe ͑k͒ = const. A similar analysis of B hf ͑k͒ has been done for other RFe 12−x M x , where R is nonmagnetic, confirming the lack of this proportionality at the local site level. Common trends have been found in the relative values of the B tFe ͑k͒ terms, which can be understood in terms of the particular magnetic and crystallographic environment of each iron site. Additionally, the lattice dipolar hyperfine field has been calculated for LuFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 ,and it is shown the neglecting B dip is a right procedure in the analysis of our compounds.
The analysis of the magnetic rare earth RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 allows to determine the origin of the B tR term. The total hyperfine field is treated as the sum of the iron and rare earth contributions, in the framework of a two sublattice model, for the magnetically axial RFe 11.5 Ta 0.5 . This approach is not applicable to the magnetically nonaxial phases because the values of the anisotropic contribution to B hf can considerably affect the determination of B tR . A linear dependence of B tR with the product ␥ R n RFe R has been found, indicating that this term is mainly originated from the indirect 4f͑R͒ -3d͑Fe͒ exchange interaction. The same analysis of the B tR term has been performed on other RFe 12−x M x , R 2 Fe 14 B, and R 2 Fe 17 compounds, finding the same linear dependence. This study of different R-Fe compounds corroborates that our proposed expression for B tR provides a better description of the experimental data than the earlier proposed modeling of B tR , which assumed that the rare earth polarization propagates via the RKKY mechanism.
Finally, the variation in B anis in the nonaxial magnetic phases has been estimated, and the obtained values are consistent with the variation of orb which appear at the SRT of Nd 2 Fe 14 B.
